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In this Issue
Likeotherinstruments,signalgeneratorsare gettingmoreand morebuilt-in
intelligence.One result is that some are beginningto offer more than the
usual sine, square, triangle, and pulse waveforms. Arbitrary waveform
generatorsthat will reproducewhateverwaveformyou program into them
are nowcommerciallyavailable.This meansthattestingcan be morerealistic,
usingsignalsthat simulateall of the conditionsa deviceis likelyto encounter
in normaloperation.The HP 8175A Digitalsignal Generatorotfersarbitrary
waveformgenerationas an optionalcapabilityof a digitaldata generator.
Dependingon how you configureit, it can produce24-channelparalleldata
patterns or two-channel serial data lor testing digital hardware, two arbitrary analog waveforms
for testinganalogcircuits,or a combinationof digitaland analogwaveformsfor testingsuch things
as analog-to-digitaland digital-to-analogconverters.lts outputs can be independentor synchronized.In the articleson pages 4 and 12, the HP 8175A's designerstell us how it works.
Noteworthyis their program-controlled
loopingscheme that makes a 1K-bitmemory look much
deeper.They use variabletiming to conservedata memory,and they've been carefulto make
the arbitrarywaveformgeneratoreasy to program-you can enter a seriesof levelsor a mathematicalformula,or point with a cursor on the display.
HP's SemiconductorProductivityNetwork(SPN)was an earlyapproachto computer-integrated
manufacturingfor the semiconductormanufacturingindustry.SPN consistsof several software
modules,each controllingor monitoringa particularaspectof the semiconductormanufacturing
process.Recently,HP decidedto withdrawfrom this business,to supportonly the currentSPN
users,and not to work on furtherenhancements.However,one developmenteffortwas allowed
to proceed,so that current SPN users could have a completesystem.The final SpN module,
PL-10,is a masterplanningtool. In the articleon page 21, PL-10'sdesignersdescribeits operation
and explainwhy semiconductormanufacturingneeds a specialplanningsystem.
Small printedcircuit boards are often manufacturedseveralat a time on large boards called
subpanels.At a certain point in the manufacturingprocess,a router path is cut around each
board,leavingonly smalltabs holdingthe subpaneltogether.This, of course,reducesthe rigidity
of the panel. To see whethera partiallyrouted panel would deflect enough during subseqlent
handlingto atfectthe componentsand solderjointson it, HP Laboratoriesresearchersused finite
elementanalysis(coverphoto).They reporttheir resultson page29. Theirconclusion?The panel
deflectionwill not exceedthe maximumallowable,so costly modificationsof the manufacturing
processare not needed.
Conventionalreliabilitytheoryoftendescribeshardwarereliabilityin terms of a failurerate-the
percentageof the units in service that can be expectedto fail in a given period of time. For
hardware,the rate is usuallyhigherfor very new or very old equipment,and lower in between.
Applicationof the failure rate conceptto softwareis in its early stages.In the reporton page 35,
two HP engineerstell how they have modifiedan existingsoftwarefailure rate theoryto include
the testingprocess,so that the failurerate observedat the end of testingcan be used to predict
the in-servicefailurerate after releaseof the product.
-R. P. Dolan

What's Ahead

Thedevelopment
of ME Series5/10,a mechanical
engineering
CADproductfor HP'sDesign
Centerworkstations,
is theprimarysubjectof the Mayissue.In addition,
a shortreportdiscusses
the potentialuseof ac powerlinesfor datacommunications
in buildings.
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DigitalSignalGeneratorCombinesDigital
and AnalogWorlds
Thisnew generatorprovides24 parallelor two serialdata
channels, two arbitrary waveformanalog channels,or a
combinationof digital and analog outputs.
Brilhaus,
andFrankHusfeld
Vogt,Friedhelm
Michael
by UweNeumann,
HE HP 8175A DIGITAL SIGNAL GENERATOR,Fig.
1, is capableof providing up to three different types
of output stimuli depending on the selectedconfiguration. It can be configured by simple keystroke as either
a 24-channel parallel data generator, a two-channel serial
data generator, or a two-channel arbitrarily programmable
waveform generator. A combination of two types of output
stimuli is also possible. For instance, a digital data sequence can be generated while the analog equivalent or a
different analog function is generated by the analog part
of the machine.
A large number of different applications can be supported by this type of stimulus capability. The HP 8175A
can generate digital patterns for at-speed functional testing,
simulation, and stimulation of digital hardware, and analog
functions for medical applications (e.g., electrocardiographic and plethysmographic signals) and mechanical applications (e.g., ignition-point measurements in the au-

tomobile industry). Simultaneous generation of arbitrary
waveforms and digital patterns bridges the gap between
the analog and digital worlds, and is very useful for testing
digital-to-analog and analog-to-digital converters, because
the analog and the digital signals are available at different
outputs of the same source. Add a comparator, and a go/nogo test can be performed. Testing of mixed ICs or circuits
that include both analog and digital components is very
easy, since it is possible to generate independent synchronous analog and digital data streams. For example, to test
a programmable filter, the data patterns can control the
filter's Q factor and center or corner frequency, while the
analog output stimulates the IC.
Fig. 2 shows the HP 81.75A system. Fig. 3 is a block
diagram of the HP 8175A.
Parallel Data Generator
Data patterns can be generated on 24 channels, each 1K

Fig. 1. The HP 81754 Digital Signal Generatorcan be used as a
24-channel. 50-Mbitls parallel
data generator, a two-channel,
1))-Mbitls serial data generator,
a tvvo-channeI arbitrarily p rogrammable waveform generator (display shown), or a combination
data and waveform generator.
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bits deep, at 50 Mbits/s. Two machines can work together
in a master/slave configuration to generate up to 48 channels. To overcome the depth limitation, two enhancements
help the customer minimize the number of memory locations used. One is virtual memory expansion-a pattern
sequence that is to be used repeatedly needs to be stored
only once in the machine and can then be included in the
output data stream as often as required. The other is programmable pattern duration-each pattern consists of data
and duration parameters, so sequences of fast bursts and
long steady-state signals can be generated by using only a
few memory locations.
Interaction with the device under test is facilitated by a
trigger input, which can indicate start, stop, continue cycling, enable or disable outputs, or branch to other data cycles. Branching can be implemented, for example, when a
DUT requires initialization routines. The trigger pins can
be assigned to monitor logic states at various points of the
DUT.
A fine-timing option provides a programmable delay on
four channels. The delay can range from 20 ns to 40 ns
with 100-psresolution.
The HP 81.75A Digital Signal Generator and an HP 163x
Logic Analyzer form a versatile stimulus-response sysrem
for efficient digital testing.

If Option 002 is installed, the digital signal generator
acts as an analog stimulus. The HP B1.7SA delivers an
analog waveform on two fully synchronized channels with
10-bit amplitude resolution and up to 1024 data points.
Virtual memory expansion and programmable pattern duration are also available to save internal memory locations,
and the same DUT interaction capability is available as for
the parallel data generator. The two channels can also be
operated independently.
The maximum sample update rate of 50 MHz, the large
amplitude range of up to 16V into 50O, and the minimum
resolution of 0.2 mV meet the needs of a wide range of
applications in electrical, medical, and mechanical environments. Other useful features include dc offset, settling
times less than 20 ns, and synchronized parallel data channels if only one analog channel is used.
Different methods of entering the arbitrary waveform to
be generated are possible. Waveforms can be generated by
entry of a series of levels, by entry of a mathematical formula, or by pointing with the cursor on the CRT screen.
More information on entering waveforms is given in the
article on page 1.2.

Serial Data Generator
Internal serializing of eight parallel channels generates
a data stream with sK-bit depth and a bit rate of 100 Mbits/s
on two channels, and a clock signal. The switch from parallel mode to serial configuration is done by a single keystroke. The same interaction features are available as for
the parallel data generator.

One trigger pod and three output pods are available to
serve all interconnectionsto the device under test. The
function of the HP 154614 ECL Pod, the HP 't5462ATTL1
CMOS Pod, or the fixed-levelHP 15464ATTL Pod is to
translatethe internal signalsof the HP 81.75Ainto signals
usedby standardIC familieslike 10K, 1OKH,or 100KECL,
54174TTL, or 4000 CMOS. Each pod provides B of the 2+
channelsof the HP 8175A. The eight outputs of a pod can

Arbitrary WaveformGenerator

Podsand Accessories

i:ll:'lll'l

Fig.2. The HP 8175A systemincludes a trigger pod, three kinds
of data or flag pods (ECL, TTL|
CMOS, TTL),cables,connectors,
and various probe accessorles.
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be disabled,which for the TTL and TTL/CMOSpods means
the outputs have a high impedance (tri-state outputs) and
for the ECL pod means that the outputs are low to allow
wired-oR connectionsin the device under test.In the TTL/
CMOS pod the high level can be programmedby the HP
8175A from 2.4V to 9.9V. This provides flexibility for
CMOS ICs, which operateat nominal supply voltagesfrom
2V in low-power circuits up to 10V. An additional feature
of the TTL/CMOS pod is direct control of the high level
by the device under test. This requires that the external
highJevel control input of the pod be connected to the
desired high-level voltage (Fig. a).
The outputs of a pod ate connected by coaxial cables to
connectors of the type used on the HP B1B2A Data
Analyzer.l For this connector family a large number of
accessorieslike plug-ins, crimps, and BNC or SMB plugs
are available. The HP 8175A transmits its internal ECL
signals via twisted-pair cablesin the differential mode to
the pods, Here, ECL differential line receiversamplify the
signal either to ECL levels for the ECL and TTL/CMOS pods
or to TTL levels for the fixed-level TTL pod. In the TTL
pod, special TTL line drivers amplify the signal before it
is connectedto the outputs.In the TTL/CMOSpod, discrete
output amplifiers are used to get the desired pulse performance at the outputs. All pod inputs and outputs are protectedagainstelectrostaticdischarge(ESD),reversevoltage,
and short circuits.
One of the designobjectiveswas to have the pod housing
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Fig.3. HP 8175Ablock diagram
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as small as possible, becausethe space near the device
under test is normally limited. Therefore,two techniques
are used to miniaturize the pods. The ECL and TTL/CMOS
pods are fabricated using ceramic thick-film technology.
The fixed-level TTL pod, a low-cost version, is produced
using surfacemounted device technology (Fig. 5).
User Interface
A major aspectof this project was the firmware development. A requirementwas that the user interfacebe similar
to that of the HP 163x logic analyzer family so that a customer who needs a stimulus/responsesystem will find it
easyto understandboth machines.
A cursor-driven menu interface was selected'Any one
of six major pages(System,Control, Timing, Output, Data'
Program)can be selectedby a singlekeystroke.The content
of the main pagesand their subpagesdependson the chosen
generatorconfiguration,selectedon the Systempage.The
possibility of choosingdifferent configurationsdependson
the hardware configuration.
The storagecapability is also accessiblevia the System
page. The nonvolatile memory can save two complete
machine settingsplus the current setup.Up to 255 different
setups can be supported without an additional controller
if an external disc drive is connected to the HP 8175A'
Hard-copy output of data or screen settings to an external
printer is also possible.
lmplementation
As shown in Fig. 3, the HP 8175ADataGeneratorconsists
of a power supply, the microprocessorboard, the clock
board,which processesthe input triggersignalsand creates
the clock signalsfor the whole machine,and the databoard.
The databoard storesthe patterns and generatesthe parallel
data signals depending on the stored patterns, the pattern
duration, and the programmed data stream. A buffer board
drives the external pods, and if the fine timing option is
installed, contains the delay lines for four channels.Also
optional is the dual-channel arbitrary board, which provides the arbitrary analogwaveform generationcapability.
Interconnection between boards is the function of a
motherboard, which provides the supply voltages, a TTL
control bus for data interchange between the microprocessorand the other boards, and an ECL high-speedbus,
which carries data and clock signals between the databoard
and the clock, buffer, and arbitraryboards.For easyservicing, a connector that can accept any board is provided on
top of the motherboard. The internal self-test is capable of
detecting almost any fault on any board and displaying an
appropriateerror code on the display. This helps minimize
troubleshootingtime and keep servicecosts low'
Data Board
The data board (Fig. 6) storesthe information for the 24
channels and generatesthe timing of the data stream for
the 24 channels.Behind each data channel is a high-speed
ECL memory that has 1K-bit depth and a data accesstime
of 10 ns. The timing generatedby the data board is dependent on the clock frequency. With the internal 100-MHz
clock, the shortesttime interval is 20 ns and the longestis
9.99 s. The shortestincrement is 10 ns. With an external

clock, the shortest interval is one clock period and the
longestis 1,000,000clock periods.The externalclock input
accepts clock frequencies from dc up to 100 MHz. For
efficient use of the data memories,two specialtechniques
are used to generatethe data stream:
r Program-controlledlooping of information
r Generation of variable timing.
In a data stream,certain patterns,synchronizationinformation for example,arefrequentlyrepeated.The HP 8175A
allows the user to create 256 information modules, each
specifying a data pattern. The sequencein which these
modules are used is controlled by the program.
Three different programs are available. The one to be
used is selected by an external trigger event called the
START,JUMPA, JUMPB vector. The START,JUMPA, JUMPB
vector points to one of three entrance points of different
programs(seeFig. 7). Another event called the CONTvector
causesa program to be repeatedcontinuously in the autocycle mode.
A vector, the STABTvector for example, represents an
entrance point P0 and an endpoint Pn of a program. p0
through Pn are program sequences,and there can be up to
256 such sequencesin the HP 81ZSA (n<2b5). Each program sequencerefers to an entrance point D0 and an endpoint Dm in the data memory, which is 1024 bits deep
(m<1023).
By this technique of program-controlledlooping, the 1K
bits of physical memory depth is increasedto a much larger
virtual memory depth.
Operationof the databoard is as follows (seeFig. 6). The
vector memory is addressedby the START,
JUMPA, JUMPB
or CONTvector receivedfrom the clock board.The program
memory address counter reads the start and stop informa-

tion of the programout of the vectormemory and addresses
the program memory, which contains the start and stop
information for the data and timing memories. This information is loaded into the data memory addresscounter,
which addressesthe data and timing memoriesin parallel.
From the timing memory, the pattern duration is loaded
into the timing generator.At the end of each pattern, the
timing generator increments the data memory address
counter. The LATCHsignal from the timing generatorwrites
the pattern information from the data memory via the fine
timing/buffer board to the outside world with precisetiming. The increment signal of the data memory address
counter fetches new data and timing information out of
the data and timing memories.When the endpoint in the
data memory addresscounter is reached,a new program
sequencewill be addressed,becausethe last data memory
address counter increment also increments the program
memory address counter. In single-cyclemode, the data
stream stops when the last pattern of the last program sequence is completed. In autocycle mode the CONTvector
will occur and start the program again.
Variable Timing
Because a normal data stream will rarely be a square
wave, fixed timing of a data steam is inefficient. For example, a traditional datageneratorneeds18 memory locations
for the data stream illustrated in Fig. B. The HP 8175A,
which has variabletiming, needsonly B memory locations
for the same data stream. Fig. 9 is a diagram of the divider/
timing generator that implements variable timing. The HP
8175A system clock is connected to the divider-counter
blocks A and N. The divide-by-A counterhas four constant
division ratios:1, 100,10,000,and 1,000,000.
Theseresult
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Fig. 4. Diagram of the TTLTCMOS
pod. Thispod provides for control
of its output high level by the user
or by the device under test.
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Fig. 5. Ihe TTL pod (left) uses
surface mount technology. The
TTLICMOS pod (right) and the
ECL pod use ceramic thicklilm
technology.

in clock periods of 10 ns, 1 ps, 100 trrs,and 10 ms, respectively, if the internal 100-MHzclock is used.The divide-byN counter multiplies one of the basic periods by N, which
is programmedby the timing RAM. The smallestvalue of
N is 2 and the largestis 1023. The multiplexer, also controlled by the timing RAM, decides which basic period
(value of A) is in use. This technique allows the user to
program a 20-nsinterval followed by a 9.99-sinterval with
the same memory consumption for both'
Clock Board
The internal system clock is a 100-MHz oscillator that
has synchronous starUstopfunctions and an asynchronous
function: the oscillatorcan be controlled by a phase-locked
loop. Normally, if an oscillator is controlled by a phaselocked loop, it runs continously,and a start/stopsignalcan
only gateits output. In a data generatorlike the HP 81754,
this could result in a timing deviation of up to one clock
period (10 ns) in the output data patterns.In someapplications when the generatormust react to conditions in a DUT
this might be a problem, so a synchronous starUstoposcillator that can be startedand stoppedin real time is required.
In the HP 8175A the systemclock can be switched between
phase-lockedoperation and synchronousstart-stopoperation either from the front panel or via the HP-IB.
To ensure a high-performancestarUstoposcillator we
decided on a delay-line oscillatorwith a defined delay line
and 100K ECL gates.The frequency of this oscillator type
depends on the length of the delay line (nearly 4 ns fixed)
and the propagationdelay of the 100KECL gate.This delay
is 0.5 ns to 1.3 ns, which means that different gatescan
result in frequenciesbetween 92.5 MHz and 108.5 MHz.
Investigationsproved that this was the case,so we included
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an adjustment circuit to provide an adjustment of - I MHz
to * 1.1MHz. This adjustmentis done by a variableresistor
at the input of the gate,as shown in Fig. 10.
Addition of the resistorinfluenced the time constant of
the feedback signal at the gateinput. Now the problem was
that the oscillator could oscillateat its third harmonic (300
MHz in this case).To avoid this problem we decided on a
flip-flop circuit that shuts itself off for 4 ns. The timing
diagram and circuit in Fig. 11 show how it works. The
original 100K ECL gate is shown as gate 1 in Fig. 11. Low
signalsat time t0 at inputs 3 and 4 of gate2, which depend
on the output of gate 1, set the output of gate 2 to high.
This output is connected to input 2 of gate 1 and closes
this gate for a wrong oscillator edge, which can occur at
time t1 at input 1 of gate 1.
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Fig. 6. Data board block diagram
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Fig. 7. Ihe START,JUMPA, JUMPB vector selectsone of three
programs. Each program can have up to 256 sequences,
each of which occuples a section of the data memory, which
is 1024 bits deep. This arrangement glves a virtual memory
depth much greater than 1024 bits.
The next step was to develop a phase-locked loop circuit.
A standard phase-locked loop is used (Fig. 12), which
supplies a voltage proportional to the phase error between
the internal quartz reference (an external reference can also
be used) and the divided clock signal. This voltage is fed
to a varicap diode circuit (see Fig. 13) which influences
the slew rate of the falling edge by varying the capacitive
load of the gate output. It provides a controllable frequency
range of -+2.4MHz
The diode circuit can also be switched to the output of

Fig.9. Variabletiming is implemented by this dividerltiming
generaor.
a digital-to-analog converter. This provides the capability
of recalibrating the oscillator in the synchronous function
mode, when the phase-locked loop isn't locked.

Arbitrary WaveformGenerator
Themainfunctionof thearbitraryboardis thegeneration
of two independent analog signals-the arbitrary waveforms. These are derived from the data and timing values
enteredby the user.The valuesarestoredon the databoard.
Under control of the microprocessor,the arbitrary board
generatesthe output signals for channels A and B and the
two correspondingtrigger outputs.
The arbitrary board consists of six functional areas,as
shown in Fig. 14:
r Device bus interface.This is the interface to the microprocessor-producedcontrol signals.
I Vernier control circuitry. This produces the amplitude
range and offset control voltages.
r Trigger circuitry. This producesECL or TTL trigger signals as required.
r Output A. This provides digital-to-analogconversion
and power amplification. It buffers the channel A data
from the data board and feeds it to the fast DAC and the

Old Data Generators:
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HP 8175A Data Generator:
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Fig, 8. A traditional data generator needs 18 memory locations for the data stream illustrated.The HP 8175A has variable timing and needs only eight.

Fig. 10. Delay-lineoscillatorhasan adjustmentfor gate delay
variations.
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100 MHz

100 MHz

2.5ns

Fig. 13. A varicapdiodecircuitprovidesa controllablefrequencyrangeof +2.4 MHzat 100MHz.

'
oscillations
third-harmonic
Fig.11. Flip-flopcircuitprevents
power amplifier and attenuatorsforthe channelA output.
r Output B. This provides the same functions as output
A, but for the channel B output.
r Calibration circuitry. This performs an autocalibration
of the amplitude and offset DACs eachtime the HP 8175A
is powered up.
Fig. 15 is a more detailed block diagram of the arbitrary
waveform generation circuitry. The binary data streams
from the data board, ten bits wide for each channel, go
through differential line receivers, which act as buffers,
and a set of ECL latches to the multiplying ECL DAC, a
PlesseySP97708.The multiplying input of the DAC is used
for coarse and fine control of the output amplitude. The
amplitude factorsare xl., x0.8, x0.5, and x0.4. These
factors can be fine-tuned +3.2o/o,+4o/o,!6,40/q and tA%,
respectively, for calibration purposes.

The complementary outputs of the multiplying DAC can
be interchanged by a relay to perform the normal/complement function, and are fed to a summing amplifier stage
to obtain a single-ended signal. This signal passesthrough
a switchable 1/5 attenuator to the power amplifier. The
amplifier delivers up to +BV into a 50O load or -r16V into
an open circuit. Its design is derived from the HP 81164
and HP 8111A power amplifier designs.2A switchable 20dB attenuator follows the power amplifier.
The amplitude range and offset controls are generated
in four independent 1,2-bit AD754BDACs. The amplitude
range controls influence the multiplying inputs of the highspeed ECL DACs. The offset control DACs generate the
voltages for the offset voltage inputs of the output power
amplifiers.
All control signals for the normal/complement switches
and the various attenuator relays are delivered from the
device bus interface. Data forthe amplitude rangeand offset
control DACs also comes from the microprocessor via this
interface. The DACs' control function requires two eight-bit
addressesfor each DAC.
Two of the 24 data channels of the data board can be
programmed for trigger purposes. These two channels
bypass the bus buffers on the arbitrary board and go instead
through differential power amplifiers capableof delivering
ECL and TTL levels into a 50,f) load. The trigger circuitry
(conlinuedon page 12)

Two
External
Clock
Sources

Flg. 12. For phaselocked oPeration, the delay-lineoscillatoris embedded in a standard phaseIocked loop.
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+10V Reference

Fig. 14. Arbitrary board block diagram.

Fig. 15. Arbitrary waveform generator functionat btock diagram.
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(continuedlrom page 10)

is controlled by the microprocessorthrough the devicebus
interface.
The calibration circuitry consists essentially of an electrically erasable programmable read-only memory (EEPROM).During the adjustmentprocess,which takes place
only in production or field service, correction values for
each amplitude range and voltage range are measured for
50O and open-circuit loads.Thesevalues are stored in the
EEPROM.They are read under control of the microprocessoreach time the board is powered up.
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UserInterfaceand SoftwareArchitecture
for a Dataand ArbitraryWaveform
Generator
by Ulrich Hakenjos,WolfgangSrok, and Riidiger Kreiser
COMPLEX, VERSATILE, AND POWERFUL instrument like the HP 81754 Data Generator requires a
human interface that is easv to learn and comfortable to use. The IIP 8175A human interface is based on a
cursor-driven menu concept similar to that of the HP 1630
Logic Analyzer.
A 9-inch CRT provides the user with all necessaryinformation like status, parameters,etc. All instrument settings
(data, operation conditions, etc.) are distributed over six
main display pages, or menus (Fig. 1). Each main page
allows the user to make particular types of settings. To
enter or change a parameter, the cursor must be moved
into the highlighted field, where the current value is displayed. Then the value or condition can be changed via
the keyboard.
A special feature of the HP 8775A is that the user can
preset changesof settingsor conditions, such as data patterns or cycling conditions,while the HP 8175A is running.
The new conditions can then be transferred to the outputs
at some convenient time. A powerful new capability is the
creation of timing diagrams (datagenerator)and waveforms
(optional arbitrary waveform generator) by means of a
graphic editor that includes several interpolation capabilities, a pattern editor, or a calculator mode.
Software Architecture
The system architecture can be described as a layered
model consisting of four layers, the first three software and
the last hardware (Fig. 2). The top layer contains the human
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interface,which is the bridge between the outside world
and the instrument and contains the vdrious menus and
the HP-IB interface. The next layer is a real-iivnemultitasking operating system, which performs the internal system
control. The lowest software layer contains the drivers for
the hardware.
Each data field on the menus is assignedto a corresponding driver number. If a parameter has changed, the corresponding driver number will be stored in a FIFO buffer
called the driver queue. A specific task of the operating
system (the hardware task) is to read the content of this
queue periodically. If the queue contains a driver number,
the hardware task takes this number and calls the corresponding driver routine to change the hardware state.
The lowest layer, the hardware layer, consists of the microcomputer,clock, data,fine-timing, and arbitraryboards.
Memory and l/O Allocation
The memory size exceedsthe direct addressingcapability of the microprocessor,a Motorola 6809.This microprocessor can address 64K bytes. To accessthe HP 8775A
systemmemory of zaaK bytes,the addressingcapabilities
of the microprocessorare extendedby meansof a memory
management unit (MMU). The MMU transforms a virtual
addressinto a physical address.The physical memory is
subdivided into 2K-byte segments.To allocate a physical
segment to a virtual segment,the system needs the virtual
page number and the physical addressof the segment.The
operating system supplies these numbers and controls the
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operation of the MMU. Fig. 3 shows a typical memory
configuration.
Editing Data
The HP 81,75Aprovidescomprehensivedataediting support. Data can be edited in severalmodes,using either the
pattern editor or the waveform editor. The arbitrary
waveform generator provides two additional modes: a
waveform calculator, which allows the creation of a
waveform using a mathematical expression, and several
interpolation functions, including linear interpolation and
natural and periodic spline interpolation.
The pattern editor allows the entry of data in different
formatsincluding binary, octal, decimal,hexadecimal,and
level (arbitrary waveform generator option), and provides
a set of useful editor functions. An overview of the functions of the pattern editor is shown in Fig. 4.
Graphics
A significant feature of the HP B1Z5A is its graphics
capability, Data set up using the pattern editing capabilities, the calculator, or the interpolation functions and
stored in tabular form can be displayed graphically. A

Program
Menus

Fig,1. The user intertaceof the
HP 8175AData Generatordistributes all instrument settings over
sixmain displaypages, or menus.

waveform displayed graphically is obviously far more
meaningful than several pages of data.
The HP 8775A has a bit-mapped graphic capability with
572x256-pixel resolution.There are two graphic displays:
one for the parallel/serial data generatorconfiguration and
one for the arbitrary waveform generator (see Figs. 5 and
6). For either case, numerical and graphical editing are
possible.
On either graphic display, the values in the upper right
numerical part of the display (address,label, duration, etc.)
relate to the position of the cunently active editing cursor.
A window in which a specific part of a waveform is displayed can be defined (Fig.6). The window can be scrolled.
The active cursor remains within the window, so if the
cursor tries to "escape"from the window, the window will
also move.
By meansof the editor, columns (addresses)on the display can be inserted or deleted.
ParalleliSerial Data Generator Graphics
The graphic display for the parallel/serial data generator
is generatedby means of a hardware formatter, which converts the information stored in memorv to a form suitable

Fig. 2. HP 8175A system architecture has four layers, three software and one hardware
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Static RAM (32K)

Dynamic BAM (64K)

Virtual Address
Space (64K)

ROM (192K)

Fig.3. Typical HP 8175A internalmemory allocations

for the CRT.
The required large dynamic rangefor time intervals, from
0.01p.sto 9.99s for the internal clock and from 1 to 999,999
cycles/pattern for an external clock, led to the following
implementation for the data generatorgraphic display. The
screen is horizontally divided into ten vertical sectors.
Time per division for sector)can be set from 50 ns to 5 s
in nine steps (Fig. 5). A small value expandsthe display,
creating a small window. A large value compressesthe
display, creatinga large window.
The position and width of the window and the cursor
position within the window are displayed as bars on the
lowest pixel row.
Up to 16 channels can be chosenfor simultaneousdisplay'
Arbitrary Waveform Generator Graphics
For displaying arbitrary waveforms,1024addresseswith
ten-bit resolution can be representedon a 512 x 256-pixel
CRT. To ensure that no information is lost when 7O24addresseshave to be accommodatedin 512 pixel columns,
each pixel column has two memory locationsavailablefor
level information for an address pair.
The user can define a window as a subset of the full
range to increasethe resolution (zooming). For this purpose,in the upper right corner ofthe display, the full range
of addressesand amplitudes is displayed' Within this full
range, the user can define a window with width selectable
from 100% down to 25o/oin three steps,and height selectable from 100% down to 3% in six steps (Fie. 6).
Two graphics cursors are available. Fast positioning of
the active cursor and/or the window is possibleby:
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Cursor swap
Label quick search
Scrolling
Directly entering numerical addresses.
The physical screen can be divided vertically into as
many as four logical screens(Fig. 7), The following modes
are available:
r Only one curve
r Curve and associatedtrigger
I Two curves
I Two analog curves and their associateddigital triggers.
Editing is possible in all of the previously described
modes.However, the level increment dependson the chosen display mode. Other capabilities include voltage and
time measurementsbetweenthe two graphicscursors,and
setting and deleting triggers.
Simulating Waveforms
In practice, it is not always possible or practical to describe a waveform mathematically. Instead, many waveforms need to be simulated (Fig. B). Examples of such
waveforms are:
I Medicine: heartbeats,nerve responses
I Material/electromechanical testing: disc drives, switching motors, relays
r Radar and sonar signals
I Waveforms for stimulating electrical/electronic components.
Waveforms are simulated with the HP 81754 by entering
characteristic points and interpolating between them.
Characteristic points can be graphically set and deleted in
either of two ways, and can be interpolated by means of
linear, normal, or periodic splines within any user-defina-
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Fig.4. Overview of the functions of the pattern editor.

ble addressrange.Characteristicpoints can be deleted in
blocks.
Interpolation
There are two principal methods of interpolating N
characteristicpoints: by polynomials or by splines.l
When polynomials are used, N characteristicpoints are
interpolated with a best-fit (N-1)th-order polynomial.
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From the N characteristic points, N equations are derived,
from which the unknown coefficients of the polynomial
can be determined.
Since, normally, the matrix of this set of equations has
no zeros, the Gauss procedure can be used for solution.
However, the computation time is proportional to the
square of the number of unknown coefficients and can be
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characteristic points, third-order polynomial interpolation
is done (Fig. 9). Thus, there are (N - 1) sectors,and (N - 1)
third-order polynomials to be computed.
To determine the coefficients, four conditions must be
satisfied. Two conditions are related to the requirement
that the two characteristic points at the ends of a sector
have to be elements of the resulting function. The other
two conditions are related to the requirement that the
slopes at the two margins of a sector must merge smoothly.
That is, the first and second derivatives at the sector margins must be identical.
Additional conditions apply at the start and end of the
interval to be interpolated. For example, for a periodic
spline, the slopes at the start and the end of the interval
have to be identical.3'a

very long. It is also possible to use the Horner formula, for
which the computation time is linearly proportional to N.
However, in caseswhere a large number of characteristic
points are defined, this function oscillates at the interval
margins.2
Splines
Becauseof these disadvantagesof polynomial interpolation, the HP 8175A uses splines. The term spline can be
traced back to the early days of shipbuilding, and relates
to the way in which the hull curves were formed. With
splines, the time required to compute the coefficients of a
waveform is proportional to N, and the time required to
determine an interpolated value is constant.
In spline interpolation, between each two consecutive
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For spline interpolation,the matrix of the setof equations
is a cyclic tridiagonal matrix. Therefore,a simplified Gauss
procedure can be used. The computation time is linearly
proportional to N instead of N2.
The user can estimate the trend of a natural spline function to be computed simply by imagining how a flexible
ruler would be bent if it were confined within or supported
by the characteristicpoints. There is no problem of oscillation at the sector margins.
The Calculator
The waveform calculator is a special capability of the
arbitrary waveform generator option that enables the user
to write and run programs to set up most complex mathematical waveforms by directly entering the formula in its
written form. This can be done using only the HP 8175A
keyboard;no separatecomputer is needed.
A comprehensive selection of standard statements and
mathematical functions is available via softkeys. It is not
necessaryto type every character,so programs can be written very quickly.
The processthat doesthe actual calculation and transfers
the new amplitude and timing values to memory includes
editing (setting up the function), setting the parameters,
and finally, running the module. The following example
showshow to setup and run a simple sinusoidalwaveform.
Deriving the Mathematical Function
As already mentioned, using the calculator involves setting up the mathematical expression that represents the
waveform. In practice, the first step is to derive this for the
waveform. This is done as follows:
A sinusoidal waveform can be expressedas
Y : sin (rot) : titt (2fdt) : sin (2nfT*)
where T* is the instantaneous time. Within any amplitude
range, waveforrn accuracy depends on the combination of

maximum and minimum level values and the number of
data points used. We will use 1000 data points for one
cycle, which meansthat 1000 steps (level values) must be
calculated (1024 steps are availablebut 1000 is an easier
number to work with).
For a frequency of 10 kHz, the period is 100 ps. The
timing window (the duration that the waveform will be
calculatedfor) must be set to 100 g,sand eachincremental
step of T* must therefore be 0.1 p.s. Calculator functions
are set up as one or more modules, each of which consists
of a header and an algorithm part. In this example the
header defines the required time window of t00 ps and
the incremental step duration of 0.1 pr.s.The algorithm part
is the expression for the waveform. The complete module
is shown in Fig. 10, where line 0 representsthe headerand
line 1 the algorithm.
Syntax, Restrictions, and Limitations
The module syntax is similar to normal computer program statements. Fig. 11 shows the syntax diagrams. All

Example: N = 4 characteristic points
3 segments
2 sector margins

._"J.-"
Sectol Margin
-lnterval

Fig.9. Third-orderpolynomial interpolationis done betuveen
characteristic ooints.
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trE@ilr@
items enclosedby rounded envelopesare available directly
via a correspondingsoftkey.Words enclosedby a rectangular box are names of items used in the statements.
The complete function can consist of zsO bytes. Each
ASCII character, including spaces, requires one byte.
Keywords such as FOR,STEP,etc, and standard functions
such as SlN,LOG,etc. also require only one b1'teeach. The
step duration must be within the HP 8175A's timing (20
ns to 9.99 s) and resolution (10 ns to 0.01 s) capabilities.
All calculations are done by means of a floating-point library with an internal 32-bit format. Therefore, the calculation time for the sinusoidal waveform is about 7 seconds,
becausemost of the standard functions including SIN are
derived from truncated series.The maximum relative error
in these approximationsis less than 0.00039%for the SIN
function.

minimum data values calculated from the function.
fromAddressis the address from which the
The Calculate
calculated data patterns will start.
The last step is to start the calculating process.The resulting amplitude and timing values are transferred to the HP
81754's memory.
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Setting the Parameters and Running the }fodule
After the function has been edited, it is compiled automatically by leaving the editor. If a syntax error is discovered, an appropriate error messagewill be displayed
and the location of the error within the function will be
indicated by the cursor. In such cases,any correctionstequired must be made before it will be possible to end the
edit mode. If there is more than one error, another error
messagewill be displayed after the first error is conected.
Only when all errors have been corrected is leaving the
edit mode possible.
The next step is to define the relation between the edited
function and the desired output voltage and arbitrary
waveform channel. In Fig. 12, the first field defines which
output channel the function is to be calculated for, and the
second defines how to consider the levels, either with or
without offset.
The amplitude range previously set on the output page,
5V for example, will be displayed. The required maximum
and minimum levels can now be set. These are the
amplitude values that are assigned to the maximum and
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Local Overlaying
Crosstalksimulation often requiresnoise,spikes,or other
functions to be overlaid in a specific part of an existing
waveform.The HP 8175A'sCombine
featuremakesthis possible and offers great flexibility. A function can be combined in a variety of ways with any part of an existing
waveform. This is useful in caseswhere, for example, a
waveform that is very difficult to describe mathematically
and has therefore been set up graphically or by spline interpolation needs to have noise added to it. The noise
waveform can be set up using the calculator and then combined (add, subtract, multiply, divide) with the original
waveform. The signals can be combined in any ratio between *60 dB and -60 dB. An example illustrating the
use of this capability is shown in Fig. 13.

nat* lGEGffil

For the sine wave example, the original sine wave module must be deleted and replacedwith the noisy function.
The Combine
field of the parametersetup pagemust be set
to On (Fig. 1a). The Combine
mode and the ratio of the two
signals can then be set.
After calculation is completed,the HP 8175A's memory
will contain the new waveform calculated from the old
pattern and the new function (Fig. 15).
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A PlanningSolutionfortheSemiconductor
Industry
devicemanufacturinghasseveral
Semiconductor
sifuafionsthat complicatenormalproductionscheduling
planning.PL-10,part of HP's
and medium-range
ProductivityNetwork,was developedto
Semiconductor
deal with fhesepeculiarities.
by EdwardL. Wilson,Kelly A. Sznaider,and ClemenJue
L-10 IS A MASTER PLANMNG TOOL developed
by Hewlett-Packard for the semiconductor manufacturing industry. It addressesthe task of mediumrange production planning (up to 2 years) for a geographically distributed semiconductor division or company.
PL-10 helps the planner develop master production
schedules for all major areasof a semiconductor company:
wafer fab, sort, assembly,and test. The planner entersbasic
planning parameters-product demand forecasts, timephased \MP (work-in-process) availability, product yields,
and lead times---+ither manually or through batch files (see
Fig. 1). PL-10 works backward from product demand to
determine wafer requirements, which the planner can review and modify. It then projects forward from planned
waler starts to expected shipments. The planner can review
rough-cut capacity use projections and associate component requirements with product demand. Repeated iterations of this process result in a workable companywide
production plan.
PL-10 is currently in use in several HP semiconductor
facilities and is being installed at several customer sites
inside and outside the U.S.A. The release of the product
unfortunately comes at a time when HP has decided to
withdraw from the semiconductor CIM business. Despite
this decision, development of PL-10 was deemed critical
enough to continue with releaseplans, but the product will
not be sold outside the current SPNuser baseand no further
enhancementswill be funded.
Semiconductor Manufacturing Planning
The semiconductor industry is a complex hybrid of batch
and processmanufacturing. While the basic iob of scheduling production is the same in any industry, there are problems that make traditional MRP (material requirements
planning) solutions difficult to implement:
No work orders. Semiconductor wafers are processed in
lots which are sized according to the equipment they will
be processedon. Typically they are not tracked by specific
work order; rather, they are treated as a continuous flow
of material. This creates problems for MRP systems that
schedule work orders to meet end-item demand.
Inverse part structure. Semiconductor devices are Srown
from simple raw materials. Assembly fplacingthe semiconductor die into a ceramic or plastic package)occurs late in

the manufacturing process. A single integrated circuit, or
die, can be made into a variety of products depending on
the circuit layout, the type of package used, and the tests
administered. ROM chips have additional variations when
a generic ROM wafer is programmed by a customized interconnection pattern defined in a final mask layer. This inverse part structure-simple bills of material with thousands of end items made from a few basic componentsdoes not workwell with traditional MRP. MRP helps planners answer the question, "What must I order to build the
products I need?" The semiconductor planner must also
answer the question, "What can I make with the material
already in-process?"
Fluctuating yields. Semiconductor device yields can be
unpredictable, especially for new processes.Normal MRP
systems can handle the possibility of scrap, but may be
unable to deal with situations such as:

Flg. 1. Planning cycle
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r Wafer-to-dieconversion.The number of good parts (die)
on a wafer can vary widely. The planner must estimate
the number of wafers neededto make a required number
of parts. This is different from the standard MRP "Quantity Per" in which a truck, for example, always needs
four wheels and cannot be built unless thosewheels are
available.
r Yield improvements. While yields fluctuate, they tend
to improve over time. A planner who doesnot consider
this gradual improvement will risk scheduling too many
wafer starts in later periods.
r Binning. Not only does the yield of good material vary,
but the very output of the process is not completely
controlled. Finished circuits are subjectedto a variety
of electrical and environmental tests to determine the
specificationsunder which they may be sold. The outcome of this binning processis subjectto statisticaldistribution but is also influenced by the desired outcome
of the process.That is, the setoftestsdoneon the material
depends on which grades of product are in demand.
Material that fails a test may also be retested to a lessstringent specification (downgrading).
Worldwide planning. Nearly all semiconductor manufacturers do assembly in the Far East. Any planning system
for the semiconductorindustry must be able to schedule
multiple sitesat once.This involves allocatingproduction
between factories that have different delivery times and
work schedules.To be fully functional,the planning system
must be able to send and receive data to and from these
factories without manual rekeying.
The semiconductor industry has gone through a radical
shift in the last few years. When business was booming,
manufacturers could sell everything they made. Accordingly, the emphasis was on improving yields and process
throughput. With business currently declining, there is
an increased emphasis on production planning-building
the right product----andon matching capacity to uncertain
demand.

History
As mentioned earlier, PL-10 is the last of the Semiconductor Productivity Network (SPN, see Fig. 2) products to
be developed.l'z The precursor to PL-10 was created at
HP's CorporateManufacturing Information Systems(CMIS)
to be a standardscheduling systemfor internal HP divisions
that would eventually convergewith HP's MlW3000 master
scheduling package.3Instead, the software was used as the
starting point for PL-10, with much of the original code
and functionality carried over.
The first version of PL-10 was releasedin early 198b to
HP's Northwest IC Division and Loveland Technology
Center, and one outside customer. Based on the feedback
of these users,a substantial redesign was done. The second
version was completedin August 1986,and included major
changesto the data base,the production calendar, and the
MRP Explode logic. New interface programs and the Roll
Forward program were also added.
Integration with SPN
PL-10 extracts essential parametric and production data
from IC-10, the SPN lot tracking system. The systems are
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loosely coupled by file interfaces.
Shop floor calendars,processyields, cycle times, part
numbers, and part information such as cost and probe
yields are examples of parametric data that can be extracted
from IC-10.PL-10obtainsWIP statusfrom a standardIC-10
extract file containing a snapshot of production----ending
on-hand quantities for each processlocation. Using IC-10
processyields and cycle times, PL-10 forecaststhese out
to finished goods inventory to determine expected outs
quantities and their expecteddue dates.
PL-10'sPart Mapping function allows the plannerto consolidate several production parts, spanning severalIC-L0
WIP and stockroom areas,into one planning part. Consolidation can be done on the basis of similarities in the part
numbers; this is particularly useful for planning families
of parts. The goal is to reduce the number of items that the
planner has to forecast.
Since IC-10and PL-10are loosely coupled, either system
can be installed first. The interface allows any inventory
tracking system,such as MM/3000, to feed data into PL-10.
PL-10 can thus be used to do production planning and
scheduling for several tracking systems,either on the same
computer and/or at remote computer sites. This flexible
interface approachalso applies to PL-10'scustomerorder
and forecast interface, which allows any order processing
system to enter demand into PL-10. Forecastscan be uploaded from spreadsheetprograms using the same interface.

Level 4:
. Production Planning
. Capacity Planning
. Master Schedule
. MaterialsPlanning

Level 3:
. WIP Tracking
. Inventory Control
. On-Line Instructions
o Shop Floor
Control/Scheduling
. Bill ot Materials
Level 2:
. Equipment Control
. Alarms
. Recipe Control
. Tester Data
Collection

. Facility Sensors

o Order Management
. Cost Accounting
. FinancialAccounting

. Equipment Management
. EngineeringData
Collection
. EngineeringAnalysis
. Rework Management
. Non-Lot Data Collection
o Workstation Analysis
. Automatic Data
Collection
. FacilitiesMonitoring
and Control
. Satety Assurance
Systems

. Test Systems

. ProcessingEquipment
Fig. 2. HPs SemiconductorProductivityNetwork is a collec'
tion of hardware and software products designedto aid microelectronic product fabrication personnel in controlling,
monitoring, improving, and managing many of the levels ot
the compl ex manufacturing process.

PL-l0 as a Manufacturing Tool
Editing the Plan. PL-10 allows the user to manipulate the
production plan on-line in real time, unlike most conventional MRP systems.The planner can perform simulations
or make last-minute changesto the plan dependingon the
manufacturing environment. To plan more effectively, it
is very important to be able to assessvarious tentative plans
and schedulesby varying some or all factors.This what-if
analysis is one of PL-10's capabilities, called Edit Plan.
The consequencesof a proposed production plan can be
determined before finalizing and implementing it.
Edit Plan can suggestthe optimal production plan based
on various factors, such as lead time, yield, work-in-process, inventory, and demand. One or all factors can be
varied to view how the changeswill affect the production
plan. This provides flexibility for adjusting to the rapid
changes in the manufacturing environment, The planner
can be assuredthat the production plan is the best plan
possible under the current manufacturing conditions.
Since the planner needsto accessa large variety of data
to createa reliable production plan, Edit Plan can access
the information by three different windows (seeFig. 3 for
one example).The windowing feature in Edit PIan is performed by using parent and child forms in VPLUS/3000.
The result is a planning spreadsheetthat can be manipulated by adjustingindividual period values or by applying
any of severalprecoded algorithms.
Edit Plan has anotherspecialfeaturecalled Fill Column.
The Fill Column function allows the planner to simulate
or modify arrays of data easily and quickly. This feature,
used throughout the system, gives the user functionality
'1.-2-3'"
from Lotus'l Fill Column
similar to that provided by
can set a range of period values to a constant, or adjust
1-2-3 and Lotus are U.S. trademarksol Lotus DevelopmentCorp.
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Freeze Periods $r
Fill

them by a constantor a percentincreaseor decrease.Within
Fill Column is a featurecalled ramping, defined as adding
the quantity entered to the existing quantity and storing
the result in the next period on the horizon. This algorithm
continues until all the specified periods are filled.
Since the Fill Column function is used in multiple programs,it was decided to include it as a SegmentedLibrary
procedure.This provides for easy maintenanceand more
quality in the PL-10 product.
Explode and Roll Forward. PL-10hasschedulingfunctions
known as the Explode and Roll Forward transactions.
Explode is similar to standardMRP explosion (with some
extras).RoIl Forward is a bottom-up Mt{P implosion.
The schedulingfunction is a processof maintaining the
production plan to satisfy the total demands.A finished
goods item, also referredto as the end item, is demanded
by customers.This end-item demand generatesrequirements for intermediateparts.The intermediatepartsgenerate requirementsfor raw materials and so forth. Explode
in PL-10 calculatesthe total of each component in the bill
of material required to manufacture the planned quantities
of end items. Basedon this, it will then suggestwhat will
be made by date and quantity for each part. These plans
are based on the part information, planning bill structure
information, demand already entered, current inventory,
and work-in-process.
Explode starts with the end item and works downward
(seeFig. 41.A schedulebasedon top-down demand alone
will not show when a schedule is impractical because
Explode doesnot know the lead-timerequirementsof component parts. For example,if a customerorders product A
to be shipped tomorrow, but it takessevendaysto produce
component B of product A, the earliest Product A can be
shipped is one week from today. Explode would suggest
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the factory begin producing Product A today becauseit has
no way to adjust the parent's schedule for the component's
lead time.
This problem is solved by using Roll Forward, a bottomup approach, often referred as implosion (seeFig. a). This
function in PL-10 begins with the requirements (from
Explode) for the lowest-level parts in the bill of material
and calculates when these parts should be produced and
how many. Once produced, they can be allocated to the
next higher-level part to arrive at the parent part's dates
and quantities. This continues until the dates and quantities are calculated for the end item. Roll Forward shows
how feasiblethe scheduleis, basedon both work-in,process
and planned starts (building the part from scratch).
Implosion logic quickly becomes unmanageable when
many components are assembled into one parent, which
is why standard MRP does not have this feature. Since
semiconductor bills are short and simple, PL-10 handles
Roll Forward for multiple components by having one part
act as the driver. In the example shown in Fig. 4, only the
die supply is rolled forward. Packagerequirements are calculated by Explode, but Roll Forward assumesthat sufficient packageswill always be available.
On the technical side, both of theseprogramsuse external
files that are loaded into memory at the beginning, then
read from and written to throughout the program. For the
Explode program, the files are requirement files. Thesefiles
statethe demanded quantity and date. There is one requirement file for each level in the bill of material. The Roll
Forward program reads the requirement files from Explode
and generatessupply files for the parent parts. If the planner
is unsure of the results from either Explode or Roll Forward,
these files can be used to analyze the production plan.
By using Edit Plan, Explode, and Roll Forward, the planner can make more intelligent decisions. Since the production plan is considered the company's game plan, it is very
important for the plans to be realistic and reliable.
Binning. A common processin the semiconductor industry
is binning: a part generatesmultiple byproduct parts based
on sorting or testing, This can create excessinventory.
When Explode processesa part that bins into byproducts,
the requirements are optimized by generatingrequirements
that satisfy demand while minimizingthe excessinventory.

u
tl

Explode

ll

{-L
Fig.4. Explodeand Roll Forwardprocesses.
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Fig. 5. Binningexample.
For example, component Part A bins into two parts, Part
.t1 and Part 42, as shown in Fig. 5. If demand for Part ,A'1
is 30 and demand for Part A2 is 50, then how much of Part
A should be produced?
The first consideration is the expected bin-out percentages for Part ,\1 and Part A2. In this example, the bin
percentagesare 60% and 40% respectively. A traditional
MRP system, using these percentages,would start 50 units
of Part A to build Part A1, plus 125 units of Part A to build
Part A2, for a total oI tzS units started. At bin-out time,
this would result in 10b units of Part ,A,1and 70 units of
Part A2, clearly a waste of material.
PL-10 optimizes the plan by considering all the by-products of Part A together. In this example, 125 would be the
minimum quantity of Part A to satisfy the demand. However, this still results in excess inventory of 45 units for
Part ,t1. True optimization occurs when the entire planning
horizon is considered. The excessinventory of one period
may be used to meet the demand in another period, thus
minimizing the need to produce more Part As than are
necessary.
To illustrate this better, consider a planning horizon
(Table I) that is three periods long. The maximum requirements come from Part A2 in periods 1 and 2 and Part A1
in period 3. Notice the excess inventory is kept to a
minimum and all demand is satisfied with this method.
In this example, the 125 units planned for Part A in
Period 1 satisfy the demand for both Part A1 and AZ. They
also create enough excess inventory (4b units of ,{1) to
satisfy demand for A1 and A2 in Period 2 without additional starts. In Period 3 the only demand is for 15 units
of r\1 not covered by inventory, so only 2b Part A units
are started.
Allocation Rules. Allocation of supply is performed by
Roll Forward in PL-10. Allocation is needed when several
parent parts (different packageconfigurations, for exampleJ
Table I
Thr€e-Period
PlanningHorizontor BinnedParts
Part
Period:
Demand:
BinRequirement:
CumulativeNeed:
MaxCumNeed:
NetBinNeed:
ExcessInventory:

PartAl

PartA2

723
30 30 30
50 50 50
50 100 150

723
5000
12500
725 125 t25

PartA
123

125 725 750
125 0 25
4515

0

0

010

Part Priority:
Parent Parts:

Table lll
withDifferentPriority
Allocation
Part

PartPl

PartP2

Period:

723

123

Allocation:

01010

Component Part:
15 20 30

Flg.6. Allocationexamplefor equalpart pilority.
can be made from a single component, such as a die. It
differs from binning in that the planner must decide how
to allocate the available dice. Roll Forward suggestsa default allocation using parameters set by the planner. The
transaction will not allocate more than the amount requested for any part. Any excessinventory will remain as
the part's inventory.
In the bill of material, many parent items can be structured to a single component. Likewise, a single parent item
can be obtained from several sources of supply (components). The planner can set parametersin PL-10 to allocate
these supplies effectively.
Each part contains a field called Priority. This signifies
that the supply should be allocated first to the highest
priority to meet all its demand. If priorities are the same,
then the supply is allocated based on demand. If there is
insufficient demand, the ratio of each part's demand to the
total demand will be calculated and the supply allocated
by that fraction. An example will illustrate this better. Fig.
6 and Table II show the results when the part priorities are
the same.
Consider the same example, but with different priorities
where Part P1 has a priority of 5 and Part P2 has a priority
of z. The results are given in Table III. Notice that Part P2's
demand is satisfied before allocating to Part P1.
The allocation shows if the production plan generated
by the explosion process is indeed workable. In the example above, the plan is considered impractical because of
insufficient supply.
Resource and Capacity Planning. Semiconductor facilities
are equipment and capital-intensive. Equipment is sophisticated and expensive, and capacity utilization is a very
important factor in increasing productivity and decreasing
costs and long cycle times. Equipment underutilization is
no better than equipment overutilization.
A major feature of PL-10 is a vehicle to report utilization
(over and/or under) of resources predicted by the production plan. Rough-estimateresourceutilization reports show
the planner any periods where there are potential capacity
bottlenecks or excessidle time. With this information the

Table ll
Allocationwith Same Priority
Part:

PartPl

Period:723123
10 20 10
Demand:
DemandRatio%: 33 50 25
Supply:
5 15 10
Allocation:

PartP2

Part B
723

20 20 30
67 50 75
15 30 40
10 15 30

planner can adjust the scheduleby pulling up or pushing
out production, or by reallocatingresources.
Resourcesin PL-10 can be defined for any critical item
at a facility, such as overall processcapacity,machine capacity, or labor. Resourcescan be tied to a shop calendar
depicting the daysthe resourcewill or will not be available.
Resourceshave a certain amount of capacity and downtime, which are not usually evenly distributed acrossthe
planning horizon. To accommodatethis situation, the user
can adjust all planning parameters of a resource by time
period.
The next step for the planner is to specify the production
parts that will use each resource.PL-10 lets the planner
map the following parameters to the part-resource pair:
L. Resourcerequirement for one unit of the part.
2. Resourcelead time to define the number of working days
before the part's completion date when the resource is required.
3. Resource yielding factor (%) to compensate for anticipated yield loss between the number of units scheduled
and the number that will use the resource.
A part in a semiconductor device fabrication processcan
return severaltimes to the sameequipmentor processstep,
such asthe photomasking stepfor a wafer. To accommodate
this situation, PL-10can assigna part to the sameresource
for several steps in the manufacturing process.
PL-10 extracts production plan data and calculates the
required resourceuse given the factors listed above.A summary report for a resource is given in Fig' 7.
Memory-Resident Shop Calendars. PL-10 makes intensive
use of date calculations. Becausethe system schedules
manufacturing areashaving different work schedules, PL10's date calculationsmust take into considerationmultiple shop calendar parameters.Production Starts,Outs, and
Supply are all associatedwith either a start date or a due
date. All dates are represented in year-month-day format.
Date calculations must cover the complete planning horizon (up to 26 months), and must take into account the
different calendars (up to 20) that can be defined by the
user, the workday and holiday configuration for each individual calendar,and the lead times and lead time adjusts
of the various planning parts and their associatedpart structures. Again, all dates are represented in year-month-day
format.
The problem posedto the PL-10team was how to access
this massivecalendar quickly and still keep batch run times
to a minimum. PL-10'spredecessor,designedto schedule
only a single work area, stored the calendar in a flat file
and read it into memory. The representation of the file was
in year-month-day format where eachdigit was represented
by 4 bits. Thus each calendar day was representedby 24
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bits or 3 bytes. In this configuration only workdays were
kept in the file. If a calendar year had 260 workdays, and
the planning horizon spanned two years, then 1560 bytes
(260 x 2 x 3) were needed to hold the table. If the user were
able to define 20 different shop floor calendars, then a total
of 31,200 bytes would have been needed to hold all the
calendars in memory.
In building the current version of PL-10, the memory
storage requirements for 20 different calendars using the
old scheme would have been impractical. Another approach was taken to represent the calendars and still keep
them resident in memory. For each different shop floor
calendar, a HolidayMorkday
mapping is kept for each
calendar day in the planning horizon. Hence, two tables
are needed, one for each calendar day in the planning horizon, and one for the HolidayMorkday
indicator for the
various shop floor calendars. A calendar day is represented

by 16 bits instead of z+ bits. The new year-month-dayformat representation is: yeat-7 bits, month---4 bits, and
day-S bits.
With this new format, the memory requirement for 20
different shop floor calendars,each spanning 26 months,
is (consideringthat a planning month in PL-10 can have
up to six weeks or 42 days):
CalendarTable:
(26 months)x(42days/month)x(2bytes) : 2184bytes.

Work Day Table:
(20calendars)x(26months)x[42days)/(S
bits) : 2730bytes.

Period 1

Period 1

n

m

Day Table

YearlMonthlDay
TBits

|

4Bits

| 5Bits

Calendar

CalendarlD 2
Period 1
Calendar
lD1

# Workdays l# Period

2
a

.
P
Period Table
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Fig.8. Organization of memoryresident calendar tables.

Three other tables of smaller sizes are kept in memory
to provide quick date calculations for month or week planning. The month and week tables have pointers into the
day table to locate the starting date of each calendar month
and week. The period table summarizes the workday
table-it shows the total days and work days in each planning period. All five tables and their relationships are representedin Fig. B.
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A Study of PanelDeflectionof Partially
RoutedPrintedGircuitBoards
Finiteelementanalysiswas used to showthat the sfress
and deflectionof partiallyrouted boards during handling
will be withinallowablelimits.
by GeorgeE. Barrettand John H. Lau
O REDUCEMACHINE SETUPTIME duringthe manufacture and assembly of printed circuit boards,
small circuit boards are processedin subpanel form.
A subpanel consists of one or more finished boards still
attached to a supportive frame. To facilitate separation of
the boards after assembly,a partial router path is cut around
the perimeter of each board, so that the boards are held in
place by connectingtabs.
While partial routing simplifies depanelization (the separation of boards in a subpanell, it also reduces panel rigidity, so that a panel supported on the sides, such as during
board transport between processes,will bow more than an
unrouted panel. When assembling surface mount boards,
board deflection must not exceed0.7% of the board length,
since deflections greater than this will affect component
planarity and the quality of solder joints (see Fig. 1).
Since the elimination of partial routing would require
the development of a more sophisticated and costly depanelization process,a finite element analysis was used to
determine the impact of routing paths on panel rigidity.

Surtace Mount Component

Panel deflection does not affect
component planarity

Too much panel deflection
Flg. 1. Panel deflection and component planarity.
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The primary objective of this analysis was to characterize
the deflection of a printed circuit board that had been partially routed (Fig. 2), and to comparepanel deflectionwith
the specificationfor panel flatness.Induced stresseswere
also characterized, to verify that material failure did not
occur.
Why Use Finite Element Analysis?
The finite element method was selectedas a tool for this
study becauseno closed-form solution for the partially
routed panel was available.In addition, availablesoftware
allowed flexibility in modeling and provided high-resolution output both graphically and in tabular form. To verify
the accuracyof the finite elementmethod, a finite element
analysiswas used to solve for the deflectionof an unrouted
panel. The results of this analysis were compared to the
closed-formsolution (seebox, page 33), and the two were
found to be in excellent agreement.
Acceptance Criteria
Noting the properties of the material to be used and industry standardsfor the assemblyof surfacemount boards,
the following acceptance criteria were established for the
partially routed panel under study:
r Maximum allowabledeflectionof eachboard is lessthan
O.71oof the length.
r Maximum strengthin tensionequals35 to 80 ksi (1 ksi :
1000psi).1
r Maximum strengthin compressionequals35 to 85 ksi.r
r Maximum strength in shear equals 14 to 25 ksi.1
Application and Problem Definition
The surface mount assembly line, being developed
jointly by the Hewlett-Packard Personal Office Computer
Division, Manufacturing ResearchCenter, and Entry Systems Operation,will incorporate stationsfor solder-paste
application, component loading, solder reflow, wave solX = Free to Move
Y = No Displacement
Z = Free to Move
R, = No Rotation
Rv = Free to Rotate
R, = No Rotation

Fig.4. Finiteelementmodelfor the partiallyroutedpanel
Elements
A, B, and C referto Figs.8 and g.
der, board cleaning,inspection,and depanelization.panels
will be transferred from station to station by a board handling system.While boardsare being assembledin eachof
the processsteps they will be supported from the bottom
so they will not deflect. However, while boards are being
transferred by the board handling system they are supported only along two opposite edges.As a result, boards
will bow and components may dislodge or skew in the
unhardenedsolder paste.
Since board deflection will only occur during board
transport,the displacementboundary conditions are setto
simulatethis process.As canbe seenin Fig. 3, displacement
boundary conditions ile set along the leading edge(stressfree boundary), the axis of symmetry in the X direction,
the axis of symmetry in the Y direction, and one of the
supported edges.The displacementboundary conditions
for each edge are as shown in Fig. 3.

Simply Supported

X = No Displacement
Y = Free lo Move
Z = Free to Move
R, = Free to Rotate
Rv = No Rotation
R. = No Rotalion

Stress Free Boundary

Simply Supported
X = No Displacemenl
Y = Free to Move
Z = No Displacement
R, = Free to Rotate
Rv = No Rotation
R, = No Rotation
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Fig. 3. Displacement boundary
conditions.

Fig.5. Forcesandmoments
acting on a thick-shellelement.
The boundary value problem is further definedby noting
the load density (w : 0.013 psi) and material properties
(Young'smodulus: 1,600,000
psi,Poisson's
ratio : 0.028).
The load density was establishedby measuringthe load
density of an assembledboard currently being manufactured, and applying the same load density to the model.
Material propertieswere taken from reference2.
Structure Description
A partially routed panel was created for this study, and
four different connectingtab dimensionswere considered.
Thesedimensionswere setto presenta worst-casescenario,
while still adhering to current manufacturing practices and
projected product design. Fig. 2 gives the dimensions of
the design. It can be noted that this design has one tab
connecting adjoining boards and the cross-sectional area
connecting adjoining boards is identical. Since the structure is symmetric about the X and Y axes, a finite element
model was createdfor only one quarterof the panel (shaded
areain Fig. 3). Fig. 4 shows the model. When creatingthe
finite element model a thick shell element was used. The
shell elementwas used becausea thick plate element was
not avaifableon the softwareused,and becausea shell will
assume the form of a flat plate as the radii go to infinity.
A thick element was used instead of a thin one to capture
the effects of transverse shear through the thickness.
The thick shell elementis shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 5a shows
the incremental cross-sectionalareaand the radii of curvature in the X and Y planes. Fig. 5b shows the tensile (or
compressive)stressesas well asthe in-plane and transverse
shear.Fig. 5c gives the bending and twisting moments in
each plane.
Results
The analysis showed that the maximum deflection for
the entire subpanel was between 0.61 inch and 0.42 inch
depending on the tab width used. While these values exceededthe allowable limit, individual deflection profiles

for the boards in the subpanelwere significantly less and
within the allowed limits (as measuredacrosseachboard
separatelyJ.This is seen in the deflection plot shown in
Fig. 6. In Fig. 6, the undeformed mesh is shown in the
background and the deformed mesh in the foreground.
While the deformedmesh shows significant subpaneldisplacement, it also shows a discontinuity in the slope of
the subpanel.This discontinuity occurswhere the connecting tabs hold the boards together. The curvature of the
boards on either side of the connectingtabs appearsto be
insignificant. Noting that the acceptance criteria are for
board deflection rather than subpanel deflection, this design meets the criteria for deflection.
The stresscontours are shown in Figs. 7 and B. These
are the distribution of the Von Mises stressesin the panel.
(The Von Mises stressesare used becausethey take into
consideration all the stresses.lThe contours show that

Fig.6. Deflection of the panet.
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stresses reach a maximum at the connecting tabs. This is
reasonable since the connecting tabs must support the same
load as portions of the board having a larger cross-sectional
area.
The stressesfor the tabs are given in Fig. 9. In this table,
z\ represents the tab width for that iteration of the analysis,
o* and a" are the tensile/compressive stresses,and rrepresents the in-plane shear. Elements are listed to correspond
with the respective element plots, Fig. 4. A review of Fig.
9 shows that as the tab width is increased the induced
stresses are reduced. It can also be seen that the induced
stresses are less than the maximum allowable.

Conclusions and Summary
The results of the finite element analysis indicated that
subpanelswith the prescribed dimensions could be partially routed without causing mechanical failure or compromising solder joint quality. It also showed that while
partial routing will increase overall panel deflection,
boards within the subpanel will not be deformed beyond
the allowable limit.
Since the designsused in this study representeda worstcase scenario, partial routing of surface mount boards was
declared a safe practice. As a result, the need to develop
a sophisticated depanelization workcell was eliminated.
Benefits included savings of one hundred fifty thousand
to two hundred fifty thousand U.S. dollars for capital equipment, and reduced process development time by approximately six engineer months.
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Fig.7. Von Mlses sfress distribution in the panel.
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Fag.9. Maximum stresses at e/ements A, B, and C of the panel
(see Fig. 4).

Deflections, Forces, and Moments
of a Printed Circuit Board
Closed-Form Solutions
Fig. 1a showsan 1B x 12 x 0.062-inprintedcircuitpanelwith
a Young'smodulus (E) equal to 1,600,000psi and a Poisson's
ratio(u) equal to 0.28.This panel is subjectedto a uniformload,
w = 0.013psi, and is simplysupportedalongx = 0 and x =
a and is free to move along y : +b/2. lt can be shownthat the
closed{orm solutionsfor the deflections(d), the bending moments (Mx, Mr), the twistingmoment (M,r), and the transverse
shears(Qx,Qu)are given as follows.
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(b)
Flg. 1 (a) Printedcircuit panel. (b) Shadedarea showsportion
subjected to finite element analysis.
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Deflections(d)
(in)
Coordinates
(x,y)

Locations

1
2
3
4

(6,0)
(6,9)

J

(12,0)
(12,e)

(s,3)
(e,6)

6

ClosedForm
Solution

Finite
Element
Solution

0.10076
0.11679
o.07236
0.07496
0
0

0.10080
0.11690
0.07237
0.07498
0
0

Fig.3. Deflectionsof the panel at various locations(see Flg.
2).
Fig,2. Finiteelementmodel for a quarterof the printed circuit
panet.
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The numericalresultsof the deflectionsat locations1 through
6 of the panel (Fig. 2) are shown in Fig. 3. The bendingand
twistingmomentsand transverseshear forces at location1 are
given in Fig. 4. These resultswere obtainedby summingthe
aboveseriesup to m: '15.
Finite Element Solutions
Becauseof doublesymmetries(see Fig. 1b), only a quarter
of the panel(shadedarea in Fig. 1b) is modeled,as shownin
Fig,2. lt consistsof 54 doublycurvedshellelements.Eachelement has 8 nodal points. Each nodal point has six degrees of
freedom,The displacementboundaryconditionsare exactlythe
same as thoseshownin Fig.3 on page 30. Finiteelementresults
for the deflections,bending and twisting moments,and transverse shear forces are summarizedin Figs. 3 and 4. lt can be
seen that they are in excellentagreementwith the closed-form
solutions.
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Transverse Shear Forces

o,
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CF

FE
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CF
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0.23000

0.00001

0.00004
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0.00031

0.00254

0.00246

CF=Closed-FormSolution
FE=Finite Element Solution

Fig.4. Bending moments, twisting moment, and shear forces at tocation 1.
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ReliabilityTheoryAppliedto Software
Testing
is extended
ofsoftwarereliability
Theexecution-timetheory
to the softwarefestingprocessby introductionof an
acceIer ating f actor. /t is shownthat the acceIerating factor
can be determinedfrom repairdata and used to make
prereleaseestimafesof softwarereliabilityfor similar
products.
by H. Dean Drakeand DuaneE. Wolting
HE APPLICATION OF RELIABILITY theory to software is in its early stages.The marketplace,however,
demands that the reliability of software in new prodimproved and that this key quality attribute somebe
ucts
how be quantified. An observation by three British mathematicians in 1952 underscores early recognition of the
problem, but provides little insight as to its definition or
how to measure software reliability:
Those who regulorly code for fost electronic computers
will hove leorned from bitter experiencethot o iorge froction of the time spent in preporing co.lculotionsfor the
mochine is token up in removing the blunders thot hove
beenmode in drawing up the progromme.t
Today's reliability engineer certainly has better methods
and models to help understand software reliability than in
1.952,yet a practical way to conceive of software reliability
still eludes the industry. Even simple discussion of software reliability gives rise to terms such as "system crash"
and "bug" that are foreign-sounding to those who routinely
apply reliability theory to hardware.
While software reliability does differ from hardware in
some aspects,it can be conceived of and applied using a
model based on conventional reliability theory. Measurement of software reliability in terms of failure rate (spanning both prereleaseand postreleaseperiods), treatment of
software testing as a form of acceleratedlife cycle testing,
and use of a contemporary reliability model for software
all form a basis for reliabilitv analvsis of software.
Theoretical Model
Conventional reliability theory2 often describes hardware reliability in terms of an instantaneous failure rate
such as shown in Fig. 1. Based on this model, reliability
analysis proceeds by assuming a distributional form for
the time to failure, obtaining observations on this random
variable, and then using the data to arrive at a statistical
estimate of the failure rate.
The software characteristic, also shown in Fig' 1, is derived from a theoreticalmodel proposedby Musa,3'awhich
can be classedas a reliability growth model. The model
reflects a basic intuitive supposition: software generally
improves with age.As a program matures, defects are dis-

covered,the number of potential failures is reduced when
the defectsare fixed, and the rate at which new failures
occur is also reduced.
Musa calls his model the execution-time theory of software reliability because the failure rate curve shown for
software in Fig. 1 is actually a function of execution time
instead of calendar time. Execution time is the time spent
executing the program being analyzed. It excludes idle
time, which a model using calendar time would include.
For hardware. it is self-evidentnot to count the time the
unit is not operational when taking data. The actual time
a program spends executing, on the other hand, is often
obscured by various factors such as time allocated to an
application in a multitasking system environment.
The execution-time model predicts that the instantaneous
failure ratefor softwarecanbe describedby (seeAppendix):
h(x) :

hoe-th"/N")*

(1)

where ho and No are fixed parameters that are characteristic
of a given program and x is execution time.
If the assumptions are made that time spent explicitly
testing a software product is synonymous with execution
time and the testing environment is more stressful than
the normal user environment, then the model can be extended to the software testing process. Consideration of
test time and execution time as being equivalent is straight-

o
6
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=
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Fig. 1. Characteristicfailure rate curves
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forward. Time spent testing an interactive application or
compiling test modules for a new languageis obviously
time spent executing the software.Software doesn't wear
out as hardware systemscharacteristicallydo; however, it
doeshavean agingmechanism.As a given softwareproduct
is exercisedthrough use, more and more untried, discrete
input casesareexecutedfrom the total possibleinput space
of the product and previously undiscovered defects are
found when particular casesresult in failures. Since software testers are trying to cause failures, they create an
environment for the software in which input casesoccur
with greater frequency than they would with normal use
and therefore failures occur at a higher rate.
This higher failure rate in testing is accounted for by
modifying Musa's basic model to include an accelerating
factor C such that the failure rate in testing is:
h"1x) : Ch(x) : Choe-(h"/N")*

Q)

where h"(x) is the software failure rate in testing with respect to test time (or execution time), and C is a constant
greaterthan or equal to one. Introduction of the constant
C implies that the ratio of the failure rate h(x) to the acceleratedfailure rate in testing h.(x) is constantfor all values
of x.
Application of the Software Reliability Model
The processused to test terminal firmware at the HP
Roseville Terminals Division has been designedwith the
software reliability model in mind. Testing is performed
by teams of engineersresponsiblefor various features of
the firmware. They test on a part-time basis (as opposed
to one or two engineers testing features sequentially on a
full-time basis). This ensuresthat test casesare applied
concurrently across all of the firmware's functional areas
and helps to keep the occurrenceof a failure independent
from other failures and test coveragecongruent with use
coverage(seeassumption3 in Appendix). Time spenttesting is logged to provide failure data as a function of test
time (executiontime) instead of calendar time,
Test data is then compiled in the context of the software
reliability model. When defectsare found, a report is generated by the testing engineer. These reports are counted
each test day and divided by the day's test hours to determine a test day failure rate. A failure rate graph is then
constructed by plotting successive average failure rates
againstcumulative test time.
Such a plot for the HP 23934 and HP 2Jg7A Terminals
is shown in Fig. 2 {both terminals contain the same
firmware). Also shown is a curve that is a fitted regression
model of the form AeB*. By fitting the exponential curve
to the data, it is assumedthat.the underlying trend is the
general form of the decaying exponential predicted by the
software reliability model in equation 2 without actually
knowing the parameters C, ho, or No.
Although the model shows failure rate as a continuous
function in Fig. 1, it predicts actual rates to be constant
betweenrevisions (seeAppendix). Given this attribute,the
ending failure rate of the terminal's firmware at release is
the value of the regression function at the end of testing,
labeled XR"l.u"u
in Fig. 2, This is determinedby evaluating
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the regressionfunction at the final test time value of 647
test hours. This terminal's initial reliability is thereforea
regressionfunction of the form AeB*,where the parameter
estimatesfrom the test data and regressionanalysissare A
: 83.9 and B : -0.00162. Thus h"(x) : Bg.9e-o'00162x,
and the acceleratedfailure rateat x*"lru".is h"(647) : 29.4%
failures/testhour, that is, 29.41oof the terminals would be
expectedto fail per test hour if the test were continued.
This is the expectedfailure rate for the firmware's initial
release,and until the firmware is revised.it should remain
constant.This failure rate must, however, be convertedto
an equivalent rate in a user environment. It must also be
expressedas a function of calendartime to reflect the customer's perspective. For terminals, the relationship between execution time and calendartime is assumedto be
linear becausetheir firmware is exercisedwhenever customersuse their terminals. Experiencehas shown that customers operateHP terminals an averageof 2OOO
hours out
of 8760 per year, so the calendar-timeequivalent failure
rate becomes:
h(t) : (r/+.3s)h(x)

(3)

where t is calendar time. From equations 1, 2, and 3, the
calendar-timefailure rate in terms of acceleratedexecutiontime failure rate is
h(t) :

(1/4.38)(1/C)h.(x)

or on an annual basis.

: 2000(1/C)h"(x)(a)
h(t) : (1/4.38x1/cx8760)h"(x)
Using the releasedfailure rate for this terminal, the calendar-time failure rate for that version of the firmware then
becomes:
h(t) : 2000(1/c)h"(647): (1/c)58800% failures/year (5)
Computing Accelerating Factor
At this point a prereleaseestimate of the reliability of
this firmware could be made if the accelerating factor C
were known. Since h(t) is expectedto be constantfor the
duration of the initial revision, a measured failure rate for
that period of time can be equated to equation 5 to solve
for the accelerating factor.
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CumulativeTest Time (Hours)
(Equivalentto ExecutionTime x)
Fig.2.

HP 23934 and HP 2397A prerelease failure rate

But how can such a failure rate be determined for
firmware? There is no warranty to causefailure data to be
gathered, nor is the industry in the habit of taking data of
this nature. An answer lies in the fact that firmware (or
software)can only be repaired by revising the customer's
product. Those repairs can be tabulatedin much the same
fashion as hardware failure rate data is tabulated from warranty repair data. By assuming that a unit's firmware is
repaired when its firmware is revised, and further, that a
failure occurs on the same date as the repair, a failure rate
can be computed based on unit revisions.
The initial revision of the HP 2393N7A firmware was
produced in all units from September1985 to June 1986.
If the sum of the individual unit revisions is divided by
the sum of the monthly shipments over that period and
multiplied times 100, the half-year averagefailure rate is
found to be 0.615%.It is the half-year rate becauseonly
repairs to a unit that occur in the first six months from its
date of shipment are reported and can be tabulated.If this
rate of failure for a six-month window from shipment date
is assumedto be constant, then the annualized failute rate
is twice the six-month rate. Therefore,the overall average
annualized failure rate for the version of this firmware that
resulted from the testing processfor the HP 2393A/7A is
1.23%failures/year,
Rearranging equation 5, substituting the average annualized failure rate, and solving for C yields:

Since this terminal has a predecessor for which an estimate of the accelerating effect of the testing process is available, a prerelease reliability estimate can be made. Substitution of C, for C, in equation 7 gives a prerelease estimate
of the HP 2394A's reliability to be 1.41% failures per year,
once released and in use by customers. Of course, this
assumes that the accelerating effect of the second testing
process is the same as that of the first, but it does provide
an estimate of the reliability of the firmware before release
and a potential measure to help decide when software or
firmware is ready to release. As other proiects are measured
in this fashion, a history of computed accelerating factors
will be built up, and a statistically more precise accelerating
factor can be derived to estimate prerelease reliability.
The HP 2394A's initial revision of firmware was produced in all units from June 1985 to |anuary 1986. Using
the same technique as above for determination of a postrelease failure rate based on number of firmware revisions,
this terminal's overall average failure rate was 1.58% for
the first revision of the firmware. Rearranging equation 7
and solving for the accelerating factor gives Cz : 45532.
The failure rate after release compares favorably with that
predicted before release, and the closeness of the accelerating factors (47805 to 45532) indicates that the testing process was fairly consistent in both cases.

lmplicationsfor the TestingProcess

Severalissueshave arisen out of the application of the
execution-timemodel to software.Use of an accelerating
factor to describethe effectthe testing processhas on softC, is the acceleratingfactor for the HP 23s3Nl7A testing
ware reliability also raisesquestionsabout the variability
process.
of the testing processand the reliability improvement that
A second terminal, the HP 23s4A, was subsequently
results from it. Test coveragein the testing processis a
developed and its firmware tested similarly to the HP
critical aspect.How good a fit is required to conclude the
23SgAl7A's.The test-timefailure rate datafor this terminal
model's applicability and what to do if the datafrom testing
is shown in Fig. 3. Following the samesteps as above,its
doesn'tfit the model areother issuesthat merit discussion.
final failure rate from testing is determined by evaluating
Examination of the testing process reveals a system that
an exponential function fitted to the data at the final
does more than verify reliable operation of the software.
cumulative test time. The calendar-timeequivalentfailure
In a broader context, the failure data can be thought of as
rate from equations 4 and 5 is:
a measure of the performance of the reliability improvement process.Using principles of statistical processcon: 672oolcz% failures/vear(7)
h(t) : 2000(1/c2)h"(384)
trol, this data provides insight into ways to improve the
process. A control chart facilitates the interpretation of
As before,this is the failure rate for this terminal's initial
such data.It also provides statisticalevidenceof improvefirmware releasegiven some acceleratingfactor resulting
ment when reliability growth occurs. Fig. 4 is an example
from the testing process.
of a "u" control chart constructed from data for the HP
2394A. The chart is basedon the Poissonprobability distribution.o It is constructed from n successivepaired observations on the number of failures detected and the corref^
sponding number of test hours required. For each of the
OC'
rHt
paired observations,the sample failure rate' u(i)' is comEg
puted:
Cr : 58800/h(t): 58800/1.23: 47805'

(6)
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u(i) : *1iY,,t,

.96

sCumulativeTest Time (Hours)
(Equivalentto ExecutionTime x)
Fig.3.

(B)

where w(i) : number of enors detected or failures (detection of an error for software also causes a failure) in the
ith sample and t(i) : number of test hours required to
detect the w(i) errors. The central line for the chart, u, is
simply the weighted averagesample failure rate:

HP 2394A prerelease failure rate.
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The control limits depend on the number of test hours
recorded for each observation.The upper control limit,
UCL(i), for the ith observationis:

ucl,(i):tr*3vu/t(i)

(10)

The chart is constructedby plotting u(i), u, and UCL(i)
versuscumulative test time. For practical purposesin this
instance,the lower control limit is zero,
In this example,the processis "out of control" at x :
53 and at x : 124 hours. Logbook entries indicate that
these times conespond to the addition of new featuresto
the base software. This was confirmed as the assignable
cause of the variations leading to the failure rate spikes.
This observation highlighted segments of code that were
unusually prone to error and suggestedwhere engineering
effort should be focused.The processalso shows signs of
statisticallysignificantchangeafter272 hours. Beyondthis
point, 9 of 13 consecutivepoints lie below the centerline,
a signalthat the underlying failure rate has decreased.This
provides additional statisticalevidencethat the reliability
of the software has grown or been improved as a result of
the testing process.
Coveragein testing must meet a basic assumption of the
model (seeassumption3 in Appendix) to produceunbiased
failure rate estimates. If coverageis not representative of
the use space of customers, failure rates from testing will
not correlate with actual use of a product. To ensure that
estimatesof the failure rate are unbiased,it is necessaryto
coverall of the featuresin the testingprocess.It is especially

important that no untestedfeaturesare releasedto production. This minimizes the risk of significantly overestimating the reliability perceivedby the customer.
The fitted curves shown in Figs. 2 and 3 were obtained
using the method of least-squaresapplied to log-transformed failure rate data. Statisticaltestsindicated that the
respectivemodels are reasonablygood fits to the observed
trends. In both casesthe strength of the exponential trend
was significant compared with the residual variation or
"noise." Further, the fitted curves accountedfor most of
the observedvariability in failure rate. Other sourcesof
systematic variability were not apparent.
What if the failure rate data doesn't fit the decaying exponential form very well? If the data is not describedby
some form of monotonically decreasingfunction, it may
signalthe presenceof a reliability problem.With hardware,
early wearout mechanisms detected in life testing are likely
to cause the product to be sent back for major redesign.
The same applies to the development of software.If the
reliability is not growing (i.e.,the failure rate is increasing),
the design may have a fundamental problem that will require redesign. If, on the other hand, the failure rate is
decreasing but not exponentially, a reliability growth
model that incorporates another functional form can be
used.
Conclusion
Software reliability can be quantified through the application of a reliability growth model to test data. Simple
structuring of the testing process provides the data necessary and the use of an empirically derived accelerating
factor offers a way to make prerelease estimates of a software product's reliability. Combined with correlation of
postrelease failure data over a history of products, these
estimatescan be madewith increasingstatisticalprecision.
Thesetechniquescanbe implementedeasilywithout major
modification of existingprocessesand can be of immediate
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andimprovethis importantquality
useto helpunderstand
attribute.
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Appendix

Model
Derivation
of the SoftwareReliability
The approachlaken in this paper uses a statisticalmodelto characterizethereliability
of software.The model is foundedin theory thai is routinelyappliedto diYerseproblems
in the life sciences, e@nomics, and hardware engineering.Although this theory has
been used extensivelyin the past, its applicationto sottwaretesting is a comparatively
recent develoDment.
Derivationof the model beginswith a probabilisticdefinitionoI reliability.THere, T is
a continuous random variablethat denotes the elapsed time (or more generallythe
stress)to failure tor a system under consideration.Let f(l) be the probabilitydensity of
T and let F(t) denote the assciated cumulativedistributiontunction.The reliabilityof
the systemattime T = t is simplythe probabilitylhatthe elapsedtime tolailure ex@eds
t. This variationof this probabilitywith time is describedby the reliabilityfunction,R(l),
which is the @molementof the cumulativedistributiontunction:
(l)

R(t):l-F(t)

The raliabilitytunction defines the unconditionalprobabilitythat the time to lailure
exceeds t. Often, however,it is necessaryto know ihe probabilitythat the system will
fail at any particularmoment,given that it has not tailed up to that time. The conditional
probabilityot failure in a finite interval (t, t+At) given that failure has not murred up
to time t, is:
Prlt<T<(t+ADIT>tl : [F(t+A0

F(t)l/R(t)

(lD

The inslantaneousfailurerate at timet, h(t),isobtainedbyfirstdividingthismnditional
probabilityby At, then iaking the limit as At approacheszero. This reducesto:
ho:

(llD

(0/R(r)

The tunctionh(t) is also known as the haard rate. lt can be shown that the reliability
func'tionofthe systemcan be obiaineddirectlytromthe hazard ratealone. In general:

R(t):expl

l

h(u)dul

Deyelopment of the Th€orctical Model
Musa3'ashowedthatlhese conceptscan be usedtodescribethe reliabilityotsottware.
In his approach,the stress variable is the actual CPU time used in execution.The
model is thereforeknown as the execution-timemodel, of which the present model is
a modifiedversion.The key a$umptions are:
1. Failures of the sftware system are caused by defects in lhe system. Any such
defects are independentol each other and are distribuledat any time with a constant
average occurrence rate (per inslruction)throughout the code between failures or
reoarrs.
2. Types oI instructionsare well-mixed.Execuliontime betweentailures is large compared to averageexecutiontime per instruction.
3. Test cases are applied across the breadthot the product'sIeatures.Testing represents the environmentin which the sottwarewill be used.
4. The sl of inputslor each run of the software,whetherduringlest or duringcustomer
use, is selectedrandomly.
5. All tailuresthat occur are detected.
6. The delect causing each lailure is removedwithoul introducingnew defects.The
delect is removedbefore executionresumesor ils r€discoveryis not counled.
Under the assumptions,the instantaneousfailure rate is piecewisemnstant, and is
proportionalto the residualnumber of errors in the system:
h(x) = k(No - n)

where No is the number ot inherenteffors in the program belore tesling begins, n is
the numberolerrorscorrectedby (cumulative)executiontime x, and k is a proportionalily
constant.
The instantansus rale at which errors are being removedis identi€lly equal to the
instantaneoustailure rale:
dn/dx = h(x)

(VD

EquationsV and Vl, when combined,lead to a ditferentialequation in n and x. lts
$lution is:
n1x): N"[r - e b]

where u is a variableof integration.
The haard rate is a particularlyusetul oncept lor two reasons: 1) lt is a readily
interpretablequantitythatdescribesthe tendencylo fail as afunctionol elapsed(tailurefree)time, and 2) allslientfunctions oITcan be derivedlrom it, includingthe probability
densityand reliabilityfunctions.In this @ntext,knowledgeotthe haard rate is sutficient
to describe@mplelely the reliabilityof the system under consideration.lt also plays a
cenlral role in tho developmentof lhe soltware reliabilitymodel.

(V)

(vlD

Using equationV, the inslantaneousfailure rate as a functionof time bsomes:

h(x)

= hoe

_hJ
N'

(vilr)

where ho : kNo is the failure rate at the onset of lesting. EqualionVlll providesthe
lheoreticalbasis lor fitting an exponentialcurye to the ampiricalfailure rate dala and
is an examplg ol a reliabilily growth model, the decreasingfailure rate represenling
"groMh" of the software'sreliatility.
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ReaderForum
The HP Journal encouragestechnical discussionof the topics presented
in recent articles and will publish letters expected
to be ol interestto our readers.
Lettersmust be briel and are subject to editing.
Lettersshould be addressed to:
Editor,Hewlett-PackardJournal,3200 HillviewAvenue,
Palo Alto. CA 94304. U.S.A.

Editor:
I was fascinated by the description of HP Precision Architecture in the August 1986issue of the HP /ournol ("Hewlett-Packard Precision Architecture: The Processor," p. e). While the
architecture is interesting, there is no publicly available data
that proves that RISCsare economically beneficial, in the sense
that they really reduce software costs in the design, coding and
maintenance phases.I am researchingthis issue in a graduate
course on software engineering economics.
HP has a unique position as a leader of RISCtechnology, but
at the same time needs to solve the problem of compatibility.
I assumethat HP has assessedthis issue and has data to shed
light on it. I would be very grateful if you could provide me
with such data.
While the purpose of this researchis purely academic,please
be advised that most graduate students in this course, myself
included, are also employed by engineering companies.
Yoav Talgam
Universitvof Texas at Austin

You osk o question of great importonce to oll users of computers: Whot impoct does RISC-styleprocessororchitecture
hove upon the cost of software?
The chorocteristics ofprocessor orchitecture thot most o/fect
software costs ore those thot ore directly reflected to higherlevel language progrommers. For exomple, if o small address
spoce"showsthrough" the compi.lersto the usersof o longuoge,
requiring them to seporotetheir code ond doto into unnoturol

frogments, then there is cieorly on incrementol cost in design,
coding, ond mointenonceof such software.On the other hond,
if the compilers "mask" such charocteristics from progrommers, then no odditional software costs ore incurred (though
run-time performonce may suffer). The HP Precision Architecture imposesfewer oddressingconstrointsthon most. Becouse
ot leost 48-bit virtual addresses ore supported, this is not o
cause for worry.
A simpler instruction set is not, in itsef, o burden, becouse
the compilers and, optimizer toke core of the mopping from
higherJevel .longuogesto the mochine. If o progrommer requests on integer division from Fortran, for example, the compi.lers orronge for the division to be done by the most expeditious meons-with or without o DIVIDE
instruction.
To first order, Precision Architecture mochines are neutrol
with respectto softwarecosts.This is so becousewe successfully achievedour objective of eff iciently supporting all importont .languogesond their doto types. As o result, there is no
increose in the complexity or volume of user sofwore, ond
hence in user software costs. [You might wonder obout the
cost of our compi.lers, becouse they ore mdre complex thon
nonoptimizing compilers, but this is compensotedby simp.ler
hardware ond the obsence of microcode.)
The second-order effects of reduced-complexity mochines
ore positive. Improving the costlperformanceof computer systems permits a greater emphosis on sofiware productivity,
which is frequently compromisedby the need to conserveprecious processor cycles. For example, the HP SOOO
Model aqo
Computer has on integroted symbolic debugging capability for
C, Poscol, ond Fortron 77. This representso use of the greoter
oddressobilityond speed of the mochine to deliver improved
softw are productivity. The ALLBASE relationalI network doto
bosesystemis onotherexample of using odditionol ruw power
to provide greater applicotion eose ond flexibi.lity.
Any task involving the coordinoted storoge,retrieval, ond
monogement of informotion con be improved by the oppropriote opplicotion of computer power, ond the production o/
reliob.le,effectivesoftworeis no exception.You should expect
to seeanew generotionofcomputer-oided softwore engineering
tools emerge, oided by the ovoilobi.lity of powerful, Iow-cost
progromming workstotions. The cost/performonceodvontoge
of HP Precision Architecture mochines will play on importont
role in bringing obout such integroted softwore development
environments.
Michael J. Mahon
Manager
ComputerLanguageLaboratory
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